West Coast League
Round 3 Power Rankings
Here we are at the midpoint of the season and we are starting to see
teams settling into their position on the power rankings table, although
this is blood bowl so Nuffle will probably laugh and burn all such notions
of predictability with joyful abandon. The power rankings will be reviewed
after the completion of each round.

1. Durak Stokal
The Stokal have managed to hold the top position after winning in a
tougher than expected game against the Street Rats. The Rats finally
managed to break Stokal’s clean sheet record with a touchdown midway
through the first half. That touchdown came from a dubious bit of play
from Stolkar Helmsmasher. The Stokal blitzer somehow ‘accidentally’
blocked Redegar Goldseam into the crowd whilst the runner was in
possession of the ball. The crowd returned the ball deep into Stokal’s
half of the pitch and a pesky gutter runner was able to slip away from
the defence to score. Stolkar managed to redeem himself in the eyes of his
coaches and teammates by scoring the game winning touchdown and injuring
a Rats’ player as well. Okri Peakgrinder is proving to be a real defensive
leader as he once again rampaged through the opposition, blocking rats
into the afterlife and into the local medical facility. Craziest play of
the game came late in the first half with a dwarf blocker, Murkin
Murkinsson, managing to not only intercept the ball but also manage a
short pass to tie the game at the end of the first half. The second half
was generally eventful. Although still at the top, it will take some doing
to maintain this position with the Man-Terror Raiders metaphorically
breathing down their necks.

2. Man-Terror Raiders
OK, I am tired of writing about Smelly-It Wighthead and it’s only mid-way
through the season. This wight blitzer is doing it all on both sides of
the ball for the Raiders. Sure the bone bag had some help from the rest
of the team in their demolition of the Ravens, but once again Captain
Smelly-Pants led the way. Although the scoreboard wasn’t very exciting

with a 2-1 score line, the real excitement came from the brutality on the
field, although nothing permanent in terms of damage was done. The Raiders
managed to beat half of the Ravens into unconsciousness and saw them
dragged from the field. Damn these undead are proving to be a tough nut
to crack for the other teams. With Durak Stokal securing a win this
round and remaining undefeated, the Raiders remain the bridesmaid for now
but let’s be honest, Stokal need only slip up once and the Raiders will be
claiming the number one spot!

3. Echo Beach Lightning 2
After the deplorable start to the season, the Lightning has gone from
strength to strength over their last two game. A solid win over the
Tainted, although as you would expect from thin-skinned, weak-kneed Elgi,
the Lightning didn’t manage a single casualty during the entire match. I
wonder if we need to send a representative of Nuffle to the team facility
to explain the ‘blood’ part of name ‘Blood Bowl’ and what the fans really
love about the game! Interesting little fact is that the best thrower on
the team is Orndacil Fenlee, a catcher – I wonder if Elkhazel Liafina is
feeling a little threatened about his spot on the roster. Also, for a team
with a dedicated thrower, the rest of the team sure does a lot of throwing
so how soon before Liafina is cut from the team to save on cap space?

4. Manic Mud Puppies 2
A little jump back up the rankings for the Puppies after their last
opponent were a no-show at game time. Seems the Bashers were frightened
of some soft, pink-skinned ‘umies. Coach Ratt ran the lads through some
extra practice and I am sure it will help for the next game. Not much
else to say is there, forfeits make Nuffle mad so he may smile on the
Puppies during their next game as they actually showed up.

5. Overdosis 2
An underwhelming performance from the pasty skinned Elgi, obviously the
fail was only slightly less than that of their opponents, Gang Green
Jets. They managed a single touchdown and a lowly badly hurt. Sorry but
the lack of violence in this game makes me beard rage – where was the
blood! Then again a game between soft, limp Elgi and a necrophiliac’s wet
dream was bound to lead to disappointment. Do better next time you pale
freaks!

6. Da Klan of Kliffhangahz 3
“Look how big my ‘team’ is!” The latest bit of bragging from Coach ‘Rex’
Brookesy. I am sure there will be comments about Rex overcompensating,
but we shall leave that to meaner spirits than this old dwarf. At the
time of writing he was actually correct as Da Klan currently have the
highest team value in the West Coast League. The bigger the Orc, the
easier it is to knee cap ‘em.
In search of redemption after being embarrassed last round, Da Klan shored
up their defence and shut out the Tru Bloods as well keeping up the tempo
on offence. Interestingly for an Orc team, the passing game really clicked
and we saw completions from multiple players, stealing some of Finger
Sliipin Fun’s thunder. FSF was seen kicking buckets and inattentive goblins
on the sideline in frustration as the offensive play calling frequently
left him without the ball in hand. A young lineorc, Ready for Impact, lived
up to his name by annihilating some hapless blood bag that the Tru Bloods
will probably replace without too much drama (although being Vampires I
am sure they will manufacture some drama anyway). As a side note, Grip
is Good has done nothing of note in the last two games – the season
started well but he is slowly disappearing into orcish obscurity!

7. Western Grudgebreakers 4
Back in the winner’s circle but let’s not mention that it was an
unconvincing victory over the worst team in the league. The
Grudgebreakers are not living up to the reputation for toughness that
their race is known for, although it could be said the Orcs were motivated
to be extra violent due to their ancestral memory of slavery under the
chaos dwarves. Rookie bull centaur, Jayhawker, will be missing the next
game due to a heavy concussion (my head, the big hat does nothing!) and
some nameless journey-hobgoblin was also beaten so badly it won’t be
making an appearance for any team any time soon. One surprise from the
game was the winning touchdown being scored by some unnamed meatsack
who also managed to collect the team MVP. I won’t be surprised if the git
soon has a contract tucked into his belt and even a name as well. So, the
win gives the team a bump in the power rankings but I have a feeling the
next game will knock them back down again.

8. Armadale A'holes 4
Holy Lustrian Lusties Batman! The A’holes actually popped their victory
cherry! Reports from the game talk of a grinding running game after a
sprinkler malfunction nixed the passing game. The crowd were pretty active
during the game, with a rock stunning an A’holes blitzer on the opening

kick-off and also rioting in the first half after some of the A’holes fans
were a little overzealous in their touchdown celebrating. Another feature
of the game was ball possession, with the A’holes controlling the ball for
three quarters of the game clock. Kitty had an outstanding game, twice
carrying the ball into the endzone to guarantee the team’s maiden victory.
This first victory is reflected in the team’s rise in the power rankings
and they can potentially rise even further with their next game against
lowly divisional opponents, Da Badland Bashers.

9. K Town Street Rats 5
The game started well with Phillip taking out a trollslayer very early
in the game. Sadly for Phillp the rat ogre, there were two slayers on
the other team and thus was soon out of the game himself after the
remaining bearded lunatic claimed vengeance for his teammate. Offensive
team leader Speedy Bob once again managed to get into the endzone with
the ball when he took advantage of some crowd shenanigans. Right rat,
right place seems to be a theme with Bob. The Rats once again had to
field several journeyrats, proving mostly competent for most of the game
and also took most of the punishment for the team, thus allowing the
rostered players to be available for the next game. Although the game
ended in a loss and the resulting drop in the rankings, the Rats have
bragging rights for being the first team to crack Stokal’s stifling defence.

10. Gang Green Jets 7
So a game of fail it seems – it was just so J.e.t.s. Jets! Such a dismal
display the team only managed to garner the default MVP, or as it’s
known to the Jets the Participation Ribbon! Has calling his team the Jets
cursed Coach Fanglord to a season of frustration? Although I haven’t had
any reports from the game at this point, this is how I imagine Coach
Fanglord at the post-game press conference.

11. Bloodclaw Ravens 3
So they wanted to be fancy, they wanted to be Elgi, well look how that’s
working out for them. Not only were the Ravens outscored by some rotting
corpse abominations, but they disappointed the ruinous powers with a

paltry hitting game that resulted in half the Ravens requiring medical
attention. I guess they can thank their filthy gods that nothing of a
permanent nature was done in terms of physical damage. One positive from
the game was the blessing bestowed upon Manbur Thunderhoof by his bestial
god, a gigantic claw - all the better for snipping heads off opposing players.
Almost feel bad for the Elgi of the Lightning who get to be the first set
of test hamster for Manbur’s new claw, almost!

12. Emerald Dragons 2
Bloody flaky elves, so unreliable. After claiming their first win they then
go ahead and lose to a bunch of A’holes. One thing did catch my attention,
the elves actually managed to kill someone – although it was a soft
squishy umgi so not much of a kill. The main elf for the Dragons was
Lersuoel, who not only managed to kill an A’hole but also scored the
team’s only touchdown. The medical staff got another work out, with
Orineal crippled and Irthual prepared for the journey to the afterlife.
With this loss the Dragons drop down the rankings and we can only guess
what they will do next.

13. Bon Temps Tru Bloods BBC
Victory still eludes the Tru Bloods, with another game ending up in the
L column, worst of all against those loudmouths from Da Klan, sorry
that’s Loudmouth and his team. Once again Eric and Bill were the only
shining lights in a dark and dismal performance. The offence misfired badly
and we hear they never really threatened the endzone. I guess the blood
supply must have been low that day. Team management will be looking for
a new walking blood bag after Sookie was brutally killed by the opposition.
I guess it will not be that hard to find a weak-minded fool to take up
the empty roster spot.

14. Tennessee Tainted
And back to the loser ranks for the Tainted and would plunge further
down the rankings if there weren’t two other teams more shit than them.
I guess they can take a positive from the fact they made a better showing
of slowing down the Lightning’s offence than the Lightning’s last opponent,
Da Klan of Kliffhangahz. The only player on the roster to make any
impression seems to have been Mortarion, who not only managed to hurt
an elf but also collected the team’s MVP for the game. The Tainted were
at least able to take advantage of their hard hitting playstyle to get
Green Pox into the end zone for their only score of the game.

15. Da Badland Bashers
So the Bashers didn’t even show up for their third round game. Never
thought a raggedy-arse bunch of greenskins would be so scared of some
squishy ‘umies that they wouldn’t even make it to the stadium. I am sure
Nuffle will come up with a suitable and funny punishment for such
cowardice from supposed blood bowlers. They make the rest of the league
look bad with such a shameful display.

16. Blacktongue Raiders
Mother of Grimnir – The Blacktongue Raiders actually managed to score a
touchdown! Their thrower, Big Lobbah, finished the game with a good
completion rate and Godstompa will go down in club records as the first
player to score a touchdown for the team. On the down side Gorbad suffered
a grievous injury due to a dastardly foul (bloody dishonourable hobgoblins!)
and will be missing the next game. Although Coach Roullette is yet to
claim a victory, he can take some solace that his team have finally
worked out what Blood Bowl is about - hurting the other team whilst
scoring touchdowns. Who knows, maybe by the end of the season the Raiders
will drag themselves off the bottom of the power rankings.
It’s midway through the season and we already have some clear leaders
powering their way up the rankings and other who we know will be cellar
dwellers for the rest of the season. Dare you argue with the rankings?
Do you think the old drunk has lost his mind? Feel free to share your
thoughts about the rankings on the WAFFL facebook page.
Signed
The Stinky Dwarf
There is only one Nuffle and Roze-El is his prophet!
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